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Abstract: Generally, most of the real plants operate in a wide range of unknown operating 

conditions, but bounded parameter uncertainties in the control system. These uncertainties in the 

control system cause degradation of system performance and destabilization. In general, it is not 

easy to design a controller for interval time –delay process plant, because of interval dead time 

Therefore, robust control of these uncertainties is a vital to operate the plant under stabilized 

condition. With a view to conquering the uncertainty, in this paper a new stability conditions are 

developed for determining the stability of interval process plants based on Rouche’s Theorem and 

then a robust PI/PID controller is designed for the interval process plant with and without time 

delay based on these newly developed stability conditions for stability of interval polynomial by 

using Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. A set of inequalities for a closed loop 

characteristic polynomial of an interval process plant in terms of controller parameters are 

derived from these newly developed stability conditions. These inequalities are solved to obtain 

controller parameters with the help of PSO algorithm. The PI/PID controller designed in this 

proposed method stabilizes the given interval plant with and without time delay at all operating 

conditions. The proposed method has the advantage of having less computational complexity and 

easy to implement on a digital computer. The viability of the proposed methodology is illustrated 

through numerical examples of its successful implementation. The efficacy of the proposed 

methodology is also evaluated against the available approaches presented in the literature and the 

results were successfully implemented. 

Keywords: Kharitonov’s theorem, parametric uncertainty, robust controller, Interval polynomial, 

particle swarm optimization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, many of the real plants operate in a wide range of unknown operating conditions 

bounded under parametric uncertainties called interval plants, in control systems. The large 

uncertainty present in the control system causes degradation of system performance and 

destabilization. Therefore, robust control of these uncertainties is vital to operate the plant 

under stabilized condition. This necessitates a robust controller design which could stabilize 

the plant for all the operating conditions. Hence designing a robust controller for the 

parametric uncertain plants having unknown, but bounded parameter uncertainties has 

become the problem of research nowadays. With a view to minimizing the stated 
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uncertainties, many solutions are proposed in the literature for the simulation, design and 

tuning of controllers [1-3]. Recently, affordable results have been reported on computation of 

all stabilizing P, PI and PID controllers which are mentioned here. The problem in [4] of 

stabilizing a  linear time-invariant plant using a fixed order compensator was considered by 

using the Hermite-Biehler Theorem. A feasible Robust PID controllers have been developed 

in [5] using the minimax search, a co-evolutionary algorithm based on Particle Swarm 

Optimization. The problem of designing robust and optimal PID controllers for a given linear 

time-invariant plant was proposed in[6-7]. Design of a robust PID controller for a first-order 

lag with pure delay (FOLPD) model in [8] using PSO enabled automated quantitative 

feedback theory (QFT) and compared with manual graphical techniques. A design method 

was proposed for calculating the optimum values PID controller for interval plants using the 

PSO algorithm. Most of the practical systems operate based on approximate polynomial 

models; the parameters of these models would lie within an interval but not have specific 

values and are unknown. Therefore, the stability analysis of polynomials subjected to 

parameter uncertainty has received considerable attention after the celebrated theorem of 

Kharitonov [10], which assesses robust stability under the condition that four specially 

constructed extreme polynomials, called Kharitionov polynomials are Hurwitz. Robust 

stability of interval polynomial is also discussed here by many researchers. Among these 

discussions, some important methods  have been presented here from the literature. A robust 

controller has been designed [11] for interval plants based on Kharitonov’theorem and the 

results Nie of [12] for fixed polynomials. A systematic optimization approach was proposed 

[13] to design a robust controller using the well-known Kharitonov and Hermite-Biehler 

stability theorems for single-input/single-output process systems in the presence of unknown 

but bounded parameter uncertainties.  The problem of robust stabilization [15] of a linear time-

invariant system was considered subject to variations of a real parameter vector used to design a 

robust controller. The design of a robust course controller was proposed in [16] for a cargo 

ship interacting with an uncertain environment using PSO enabled automated Quantitative 

Feedback Theory. A fractional-order proportional-integral controller was proposed and 

designed in [17] for a class of nonlinear integer-order systems to guarantee the desired 

control performance and the robustness of the designed controllers to the loop gain 

variations. A robust controller was designed in [18-19] for interval plants based on the result 

of Kharitonov’theorem. With a view to reducing the test of Hurwitz stability of the entire 

family, several investigations have been presented in the literature. Among these, a few 

imperative investigations are discussed here, including; an algorithm has been presented in 

the design of a robust PI and PID controller [20]. This method is based on approximating the 

fuzzy coefficients by the nearest interval system and then a robust controller is designed 

using the necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of the interval systems. The Inverse 

Bilinear Transformation (IBT) is proposed in [21] to design a robust controller using the 

necessary and sufficient conditions for a discrete-time interval plants. They designed a robust 

controller using the necessary and sufficient conditions for a chemical process plant with 

delay subjected to unknown, but bounded parameter uncertainties referred to an interval 

process plant with interval time delay. Srinivasa Rao et.al [22] presented a new algorithm for 

the design of the robust PI controller for a process control interval plant using Routhe’s 

theorem  and Kharitonov’s theorem. A robust PI controller design approach was discussed in 

[23] by finding the controllers using pole placement method for active suspension system 

with parametric uncertainty.  A pure gain compensator c(s) = K stabilizes the entire interval 

plant family   such that a distinguished set of eight of the extreme plants are stable [24]. The 

first order controller is made by the experimental setup in [25] which was developed by 

Ghosh. They prove that to robustly stabilize the extreme plants which are obtained by taking 
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all possible combinations of extreme values of the plant numerator has degree m and the 

plant denominator is monotonic with degree n, the number of extreme plants can be high as 

Next =2m+n+1 in [26]. An explicit equation of control parameters defining the stability 

boundary in parametric space was derived based on the plant model in time domain and by 

using the extraordinary feature results from the Kronecker sum operation [27]. The 

stabilizing values of the parameters of a PI controller were computed based on plotting the 

stability boundary locus method in [28]. A complete survey of these extreme points is given 

in [29]. The necessary and sufficient conditions in [18] and [30] for interval polynomials are 

proposed using the results of [12] for fixed polynomials. 

In process industries due to the presence of transportation lag, recycle loops, and dead 

time corresponding to composition analysis, time delays frequently occur. The mathematical 

model of uncertain processes has described by the interval time-delay model in the presence 

of time delay. Unfortunately, as compared with the successful development of controller 

design for the rational interval model, much less effort has been devoted to the processes 

described by an interval time-delay model; this is because the process delay is a source of 

instability and can render many established techniques inadequate. A new approach [32] was 

proposed to determine the entire set of stabilizing PI/PID parameters for time delay process 

with bounded uncertainties using the combination of the generalized Kharitonov theorem and 

the Hermit Biehler theorem. The design of a Smith predictor for the operation of processes 

under the variation of process gain, time constant and dead time based on the concept of an 

inferential control framework was presented in [32]. By considering the interval time-delay 

process, an alternative Smith predictor design in [33] was proposed for the purpose of 

ensuring robust performance. The use of the structured singular value to design robust 

controllers was presented in [34] for interval time-delay processes. The designers of the 

robust stabilizing controller and construction of pre-filter with interval time delay have been 

considered in [30] to guarantee both robust stability and performance.  

Particle swarm optimization (PSO), first introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [35] is one 

of the modern heuristic algorithms. It was developed through simulation of a simplified 

social system, and has been found to be robust in solving continuous nonlinear optimization 

problems [9] and [36-37]. The PSO technique can generate a high-quality solution within 

shorter calculation time and stable convergence characteristic than other stochastic methods. 

In this note, a PI/PID controller is designed for an interval process plant with and without 

time delay based on the newly developed necessary and sufficient stability conditions. These 

conditions are used to derive a set of inequalities in terms of controller parameters. The 

inequality constraints from the characteristic polynomial are solved consequently to obtain 

the controller parameters with the help of PSO algorithm. The efficacy of the proposed 

method is demonstrated by implementing with typical numerical examples available in the 

literature. In comparison with the method available in the literature [5], [8], [18], [30] and 

[31] the proposed method in this paper is simple and involves less computational complexity. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes development of stability conditions 

for robust stability of interval polynomial. Section 3 gives the design of robust stabilizing 

PI/PID controller with and without time delay process plant. Section 4 proposes PSO 

algorithm to find the controller parameters. In Section 5, the proposed method is applied to 

design a robust PI/PID controller for an interval process plant. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR INTERVAL 

POLYNOMIAL  

According to Anderson et.al [38] the necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability of 

interval polynomials of order 3n   is positive lower bounds on the coefficients of an 

interval polynomial. 
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Therefore, consider an interval polynomial of order n=1 

].b,a[pwhere,sp)s(P iii

i1
0i i    

].b,a[s]b,a[psp)s(P 001101   

Therefore, as per Anderson [38], the robust stability condition is 

0aand0a 01  i.e. 0a i  for i=0,1. 

Similarly for order n=2 

].b,a[s]b,a[s]b,a[pspspsp)s(P 0011

2

2201

2

2
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Therefore, the robust stability condition is 

0a,0a 12   and 0a0   i.e. 0a i   for i =0,1,2. 

Lemma 2.1 

Consider a real Hurwitz polynomial Q(s) of the form 

        01

i
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Where iq   is real and positive, 0q0  . 
If any complex number Z such 
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 where C is a Closed 

contour, then, according to Routhe’s theorem [39] the following two polynomials can be 

formulated. 
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Theorem 2.1: For stability of )s(Q the two polynomials 0Q  and 1Q formed by the alternate 

coefficients of a Hurwitz polynomial in accordance with equations (2.2) and (2.3) must have 

negative real zeros. The proof of this is given in [39]. 

2.1 Necessary conditions for stability of an interval polynomials 

Consider an interval polynomial of order n > 3 of the form 

,psp...sp...spsp)s(P 01

i

i

1n

1n

n

n  

  

Where ]b,a[p iii  for .n,.....,3,2,1,0i   

The necessary conditions for an interval polynomial to be stable is given as  

                                     0ab ii  for  n,......,3,2,1,0i                                            (2.4) 

2.2 Sufficient conditions for stability of interval polynomial for n > 3  

2.2.1.  For Fourth-order Interval Polynomial (n= 4) 

Consider the fourth-order interval polynomial as  

  01
2

2
3

3
4

4 pspspspsp)s(P                                                              (2.5) 

Where ]b,a[pand]b,a[p],b,a[p],b,a[p],b,a[p 444333222111000   

Using Lemma 2.1, The P(s) can be represented into two polynomials P0  and P1 as given 

below. 
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According to the Theorem 2.1, for robust stability of interval polynomial P(s) the above 

polynomials P0 and P1  must have negative real zeros i.e.  

                                        ]b,a][b,a[4]b,a[ 4400
2

22                                               (2.8) 
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                                                         (2.9) 

Apply interval arithmetic to the above equations (2.8) and (2.9), the stability conditions 

for the interval polynomial are  
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From the above four equations, the sufficient conditions for the robust stability of fourth 

order interval polynomial P(s) are 

                                                     40
2
2 bb4a                                                                (2.14)      
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                                                                   (2.15) 

2.2.2.  For Fifth-order Interval Polynomial (n = 5) 

Consider the fifth-order interval polynomial as  

                01
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Using Lemma 2.1, The P(s) can be represented into two polynomials P0  and P1 as given 

below. 
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                            (2.18) 

According to the Theorem 2.1, for robust stability of interval polynomial P(s) the above 

polynomials P0 and P1  must have negative real zeros i.e.  
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]b,a][b,a[4]b,a[ 4400
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2

33                                                                                     (2.20) 

Apply interval arithmetic to the above equations (2.19) and (2.20), the stability conditions for 

the interval polynomial are  

                                                   40
2
2 bb4a                                                                   (2.21) 

                                                   40
2
2 aa4b                                                                  (2.22) 

                                                   51
2
3 bb4a                                                                   (2.23) 

                                                    51
2
2 aa4b                                                                 (2.24) 

From the above four equations, the sufficient conditions for the robust stability of fifth 

order interval polynomial P(s) are 

                                                   40
2
2 bb4a                                                                  (2.25)     

                                                   51
2
3 bb4a                                                                   (2.26) 

In a similar manner, the robust stability conditions for interval polynomial of degree 

4n   can be determined. The robust stability conditions for higher-order interval 

polynomials are represented in a tabular form in Table 2.1. 

. Table2.1. Robust Stability conditions for various higher order interval polynomials 

Order of the 

polynomial 

Robust stability conditions 

     Necessary Conditions Sufficient conditions 
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Using these developed stability conditions, the stability of interval polynomials can be 

determined easily without formulating the four Kharitonov’s polynomials, unlike 

Kharitonov’s theorem. A robust PI/PID controller (which can stabilize the given plant under 

large uncertainty) can be designed easily using these stability conditions. The design 

procedure is given in following section. 

3.  DESIGN OF ROBUST STABILIZING PI/PID CONTROLLER 

3.1 Interval plant without time delay 

Consider a plant with parametric uncertainty without time delay represented by its transfer 

function as 

n

n

1n

1n10

m

m

1m

1m10

sdsd...sdd

scsc...scc

)d,s(D

)c,s(N
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                                   Where 
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iii d,c,c  and 

id   are specified a priori and mn  . 

Let the stabilizing PI/PID controller transfer function of the form given below 
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PPID    For PID controller      (3.3) 

Where   PK = Proportional gain, IK =Integral gain and DK  = Derivative gain       

3.2. Interval plant with time delay 

Consider a plant with parametric uncertainty with time delay represented by its transfer 

function as 

sdte
)d,s(D
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                       (3.4) 

Where the numerator and denominator polynomials are of the form 
m
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With the parameters being specified by their lower and upper bounds as follows: 
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 for .m,....,2,1,0i   
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 for .n,....,2,1,0i   

  ddd ttt .    0td   

It is not easy work to design the stabilizing controller for interval time-delay process 

plants, because of interval dead time. In order to extend the technique, the first- order 

rational function of the approximation of the interval delay plant is obtained using the 

procedure given in Corollary 3.1 to solve the design of the robust stabilizing controller 

problem of an interval time-delay plant.  

10n  0ai 
 
Where i = 0, 1,2,..,10. 
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 3.2.1.  An interval approximate time delay model 

The first- order rational function, )t,s( d of the approximation of the interval delay part 

is given by 

.)t,s(e d

sdt 
  for           ddd ttt                                                               (3.5)      

The simplex form for )t,s( d is given by the following corollary which is expressed in[13]. 

 Corollary 3.1 : The interval function sdte
 , where   ddd ttt can be approximated by a 

first-order interval rational function ),,s(  which is given by 
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Where <   and    is the limited frequency that the inequalities in Equations (3.7) to 

(3.10) hold. The arbitrarily extended approximation of a desired degree is the first-order 

approximation, since it covers the properties of phase frequency of original function for a 

wider range of frequencies, whereas the approximate original function can be in the other 

forms of approximations for control in the loss of some system information within a very 

limited frequency range. 

The rational interval function, then the approximate system model is given by 

).t,s(
)d,s(D

)c,s(N
)d,c,s(G d                                              (3.11)    

After simplification the (3.11) will become  
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Where 
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]d,d[Dd ii

 for .n,....,2,1,0i   

  ddd ttt .  and the bounds  ddiiii tandt,d,d,c,c 


 are specified a priori and mn  . 

 Now the system with robust stabilizing controller for Parametric Uncertainty is as shown in 

Fig.3.1. 

 
                   Fig.3.1. Block diagram of interval Plant  with a Robust Controller  

 

Let the stabilizing PI/PID controller transfer function of the form given below 
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  For PID controller     (3.14) 

Where Kc = Proportional gain, i =Integral gain and d = Derivative gain. 

Then the closed loop transfer function with a PI / PID controller can be defined as  
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   For PID controller         (3.16)       

The Characteristic equation of this system with a PI / PID controller is given as 

 )d,s(D)s(D)c,s(N)s(N)d,c,s(G)s(C1 ccPI     for PI controller        (3.17) 

)d,s(D)s(D)c,s(N)s(N)d,c,s(G)s(C1 ccPID  for PID controller      (3.18) 

 Where )c,s(N  and )d,s(D  are the numerator and denominator polynomials of the plant 

considered respectively, and )s(Nc and )s(Dc are the numerator and denominator 

polynomials of PI/PID controller transfer function respectively. This PI/PID controller 

robustly stabilizes the interval plants family, if for all Cc and Dd  , then the 

characteristic polynomial of a closed loop transfer function given in equations (3.17) and 

(3.18) has all zeros have negative real values. Now apply the necessary and sufficient 
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conditions of robust stability conditions given in Table.1 to the closed-loop 

polynomial )d,s(D)s(D)c,s(N)s(N cc    which leads to a set of inequalities in terms of 

controller parameters. Then these inequalities can be solved by using PSO with MATLAB 

Optimization [40] programming so as to minimize the objective function to obtain controller 

parameters. Then after obtaining the Controller parameters, form four sets of Kharitonov’s 

polynomials to check the stability and the closed-loop step response to verify the results. The 

PSO algorithm for the proposed method is given in section 4. 

 
 

                               Fig.3.2. Flowchart for the Proposed Algorithm. 

4. APPLICATION OF PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

 Kennedy and Eberhart [35] first introduced the PSO method. It is one of the optimization 

algorithms and a kind of evolutionary computation algorithm. The method has been found to 

be robust in solving problems featuring nonlinearity and no differentiability, multiple optima, 

and high dimensionality through adaptation, which is derived from the social-psychological 

theory. PSO is inspired by social and cooperative behaviour displayed by various species to 

fill their needs in the search space. The algorithm is guided by personal experience (P best), 

the overall experience (G best) and the present movement of the particles to decide their 

positions in the next space. Further the experiences are accelerated by two factors C1 and C2, 

and two random numbers generated between [0, 1]. Whereas the present movement is 

multiplied by an inertia factor w varying between [wmin,wmax]. 
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Application of PSO algorithm for determining the controller parameters is as follows: 

Step 1: Initialization:  

             PSO parameters are chosen as  

             Population size (P) = 100 

             Number of Iterations (n) =1000 

            Cognitive coefficients C1 =2 and C2 =2  

            Inertia weight n/)WW(xiterWW minmaxmax   

           Where Wmax =0.9, Wmin =0.4 

Step 2:  Initial search space limits of control variables in PI/PID Controller are selected as 

              For PI controller: 

            10K0 P  and 10K0 I  .(Without time delay) 

           1K0 c  and 150 i  (With time delay) 

       For PID controller: 

,10K0 P  10K0 I  and 10K0 D    (Without time delay) 

,1K0 c  150 i  and 100 d   (With time delay) 

Step 3:  Initial search space populations of Xi are generated from specified intervals using  

       the given below equation      

       ),XX).((randXX min,imax,imin,i

0

i                                      (4.1) 

  Where i =1, 2......, N, and rand () represents a uniformly distributed random number  

   within the range of [0,1] 

Step 4: Initialize the iteration index n=1 

       During the initialization, parameters of a PI / PID controller are randomly generated  

      within allowable limits. 

Step 5: Evaluate the fitness function  

           To get effective performance, in this paper, the fitness function J is defined as 

       Minimize J  

     For PI controller: The fitness function J is chosen as Integral Square Error (ISE) 




0

2 dt)t(eJ    (Without time delay)                                (4.2) 

        Where output1)t(e   

2

0

i

0

ii

2

0

c

0

cc

K

KK
J



 



  (With time delay)                     (4.3)  

For PID controller: The fitness function J is chosen as Integral Square Error (ISE) 

   


0

2 dt)t(eJ               (Without time delay)                         (4.4) 

Where  output1)t(e     

    

2

0

d

0

dd

2

0

i

0

ii

2

0

c

0

cc

K

KK
J







 






     (With time delay)   (4.5) 

J is determined when the controller parameters are subjected to  

;KKK maxPPminP  ;KKK axImIinIm  and ;KKK maxDDminD   

     ;maxmin cPc KKK  ;maxmin iii    and     ;maxddmind    

Step 6: Update velocity. For each particle, the velocity can be updated by 
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)XGbest()(randC)XPbest()(randCVwV n

i

n

i2

n

i

n

i1

n

i

1n

i    (4.6) 

Step 7: Update position. Each particle changes its position by adding the updated velocity  

            to the previous position and it is represented as. 

1n

i

0

i VX)j,i(X                         (4.7) 

Step 8: Repeat steps 5 to 7 until maximum generations are completed PSO algorithm is  

           run for each particle to evaluate fitness function several times and better  

           results are saved and applied to the proposed PI/PID   controller.  

5.  DESIGN OF ROBUST STABILIZING CONTROLLER 

In this section, a design procedure for a robust PI/PID controller of a plant with parametric 

uncertainty is illustrated. 

Example 1 

Consider a wing aircraft [18] whose transfer function with parametric uncertainty is given by   

]1.0,1.0[s]9.33,1.30[s]8.80,4.50[s]6.4,8.2[s

]166,90[s]74,54[
)d,c,s(G

234 


                 (5.1) 

As the necessary conditions 0ab ii  (for i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are not satisfied for the above 

characteristic polynomial, Hence the given interval plant is unstable. Thereby, it is required 

to design a robust controller, which stabilizes the given plant. 

Design of PI controller: 

The transfer function of the PI controller is given by 

)s(D

)s(N

s

K
K)s(C

c

cI
PPI   

Then the closed loop transfer function with a PI controller becomes 

]K166,K90[s]1.0K74K166,1.0K54K90[

s]9.33K74,1.30K54[s]8.80,4.50[s]6.4,8.2[s]1,1[

]K166,K90[s]K74K166,K54K90[s]K74,K54[
)s(T

IIIPIP

2

PP

345

IIIPIP

2

PP






                      (5.2)                                     

From the above equation, the characteristic equation of the closed loop interval system with 

PI controller can be taken as  

0]K166,K90[s]1.0K74K166,1.0K54K90[

s]9.33K74,1.30K54[s]8.80,4.50[s]6.4,8.2[s]1,1[

IIIPIP

2

PP

345




                      (5.3) 

 The step response PI controller ( PK = 1.3172 and IK = 1.9378) using Ziegler-Nichols 

settings [41] are shown in Figure 5.1. From this Figure 5.1, it has been observed that the 

designed PI controller from Ziegler-Nichols tuning method cannot stabilize the given interval 

plant at all operating conditions. Hence it is necessary to redesign the PI controller to 

stabilize given interval plant. By applying the necessary and sufficient conditions from Table 

1 to the above 5th order polynomial (5.3), the following set of inequality constraints are 

obtained. In order to make this set of constraints into the feasible closed set, a small positive 

number ‘ε’ is introduced into the constraints. Hence the optimization problem can be stated 

as to find PK and IK such that the objective function dt)t(eJ
0

2



 is minimized, subjected to 

the following constraints. 

Inequality constraints for proposed method: 

Necessary conditions: 
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0K90 I    

01.05490  IP KK  

01.3054  PK  

Sufficient conditions: 

04.305401.9068.32502916 2  IPP KKK  

04.029666416.2540  IP KK  

 
Fig.5.1. Closed loop step response with PI controller for all extreme Plants using                                            

the Ziegler-Nichols  

The linear programming problem consists of two decision variables and five constraints. 

The controller parameters PK and IK are restricted to small values by choosing the objective 

function J properly. The purpose of using a small positive number ε is to formulate a feasible 

set closed. In this work, the PSO algorithm proposed in section 4 is used to minimize 

objective function. It attempts to explain the problems of minimization, subjected to linear as 

well as nonlinear constraints. By applying the proposed algorithm, then the values of 

controller parameters are obtained as PK = 0.5766 and IK = 0.01. The closed loop step 

response of the system with a PI controller for both proposed methods ( PK = 0.5766 and IK = 

0.001) and the method given in [18] ( PK = 0.5 and IK = 0.1) are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 

for ε = 1 respectively. The nominal PI controller parameters 655.11and6.0K 0

i

0

c    and 

nominal PID controller parameters 993.668.0K 0

i

0

c   and 74825.10 d are designed by 

the Ziegler-Nichols settings. The time domain specifications of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are 

shown in Table 5.1 and which describes the efficacy of the proposed method for the design 

of the robust PI controller. The step response comparison of four extreme plants with a PI 

controller obtained by the proposed method and the method given in [18] is shown in Figure 
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5.4.  

 
 Fig. 5.2. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for all extreme plants using the proposed method. 

 

In order determine the robustness of proposed method, the given interval plant G(s,c,d) 

from equation (5.1) can be written as  

s32s64s7.3s

128s64
)s(G

234 


                                                                                 (5.4) 

Here G(S) is obtained by averaging the upper and lower bound of s coefficients of 

G(s,c,d). The closed transfer function of wing aircraft with PI controller is given by 

  

IIP
2

P
345

IIP
2

P1

K128s)K64K128(s)32K64(s6.65s7.3s

K128s)K64K128(sK64
)s(T




             (5.5) 

The closed loop step response of the system with PI controller ( PK = 0.5766 and IK = 

0.001) from proposed methods is shown in Figure 5.5. The PI controller designed from 

proposed method can stabilize the given plant if any changes occur in the uncertain 

parameters within the bounds 

. 
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Fig.5.3. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for all extreme plants using the method 

 given in [18]. 

    

 
Fig.5.4. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for all extreme plants for proposed  

                       method and  the method given in[18].  
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Fig.5.5. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for changes in the uncertain parameter to determine 

the robustness for proposed method  

Table 5.1. Time domain specifications for proposed method and Existing method in [18] 

 

It has been observed from Figures 5.2 and 5.3 that the designed PI controller, which uses 

the proposed stability conditions, robustly stabilizes the plant very quickly when compared to 

the method given in [18]. From Table 5.1, the designed PI controller stabilizes the plant with 

lesser time domain parameters than the existing method. It has been observed from figure 

5.5, that the designed PI controller from the proposed method is used to determine the 

robustness in any changes in the uncertain parameters of the given plant. In our proposed 

method, the controller parameters are obtained based on the minimization of the objective 

function (ISE). This Integral Square Error obtained from our proposed method is less 

compared to other methods available in the literature. This shows the efficacy of the 

proposed method in terms of time domain specifications and the ISE. The proposed method 

involves five sets of equations for NLP to solve. Whereas the method in [18] requires eight 

set of equations. Thus, the proposed method requires less computational complexity than the 

method given in [18]. It is also observed that the computation time required for solving the  

Name of 

the 

Kharitonov 

Polynomial 

Proposed method Existing method in [18] 
 

% peak 

overshoot 

MP 

Peak 

Time 

tp(sec) 

Rise 

time 

tr(sec) 

Settling 

time      

ts(sec) 

 

ISE 

10-4 

% peak 

overshoo

t 

MP 

Peak 

Time 

tp(sec) 

Rise 

time 

tr(sec) 

Settling 

time      

ts(sec) 

 

ISE 

10-3 

First 17.492 3.514 1.501 7.0534 4.22 32.4147 4.008 1.508 10.808 1.101 

Second 20.826 1.707 0.878 5.0156 0.093 24.3994 2.488 0.880 8.2771 0.158 

Third 29.702 3.683 1.349 14.229 
1.53 

 
57.6729 3.820 1.378 26.828 16.00 

Fourth 31.419 1.988 0.718 7.7175 0.631 42.659 2.166 0.741 8.326 0.022 
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Fig.5.6. Closed loop step response with PID controller for all extreme Plants using                                            

the Ziegler-Nichols  

NLP problem with minimum number of equations using proposed stability conditions and 

PSO algorithm is much less than the method given in [18]. Thus, the developed PI controller 

using necessary and sufficient conditions of interval polynomial robustly stabilizes the Wing 

aircraft. These stability conditions can be implemented easily for determining the stability of 

higher order interval plants. 

Design of PID controller 

The transfer function of the PID controller is given by 

)s(D

)s(N
sK

s

K
K)s(C

c

c
D

I
PPID   

Then the closed loop transfer function with PID controller becomes  

]K166,K90[s]1.0K74K166,1.0K54K90[

s]9.33K74K166,1.30K54K90[

s]8.80K74,4.50K54[s]6.4,8.2[s]1,1[

]K166,K90[s]K74K166,K54K90[

s]K74K166,K54K90[s]K74,K54[

)s(T

IIIPIP

2

PDPD

3

DD

45

IIIPIP

2

PDPD

3
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            (5.6) 

From the above equation, the characteristic equation of the closed loop interval system 

with PID controller can be taken as  

0]K166,K90[s]1.0K74K166,1.0K54K90[

s]9.33K74K166,1.30K54K90[

s]8.80K74,4.50K54[s]6.4,8.2[s]1,1[

IIIPIP

2

PDPD

3

DD

45







          (5.7) 

The step response PID controller ( PK = 1.3172, IK = 1.9378 and KD=0.1791) using 
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Ziegler-Nichols settings [41] are shown in Figure 5.6. From this Figure 5.6, it has been 

observed that the designed PI controller from Ziegler-Nichols tuning method cannot stabilize 

the given interval plant at all operating conditions. Hence it is necessary to redesign the PID 

controller to stabilize given interval plant. By applying the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for the above 5th order polynomial (5.7), six sets of inequality constraints are 

obtained. The controller parameters DIP KandK,K are obtained by solving these inequality 

constraints using PSO such that the objective function dt)t(eJ
0

2



is minimized. Then the 

controller parameters PK = 0.5933, IK = 0.001 and DK =0.252 are obtained. The closed loop 

step response of system with PID controller using the proposed method for all extreme plants 

is shown in Figure 5.7 for ε = 1 respectively.  The time domain specifications of Figure 5.7 

are tabulated in Table 5.2 which describes the efficacy of the proposed method. 

From the equation (5.4) the closed transfer function of wing aircraft with PID controller 

is given by 

]K128s)K64K128(s)32K64K128(s)6.65K64(s7.3s,1[

K128s)K64K128(s)K64K128(sK64
)s(T

IIP
2

PD
3

D
45

IIP
2

PD
3

D1






 

                                                                                                                                         (5.8) 

The closed loop step response of the system with PID controller ( PK = 0.5933, IK = 

0.001 and DK =0.252) from proposed methods is shown in Figure 5.8.The PID controller 

designed from proposed method can stabilize can stabilize the given plant if any changes 

occur in the uncertain parameters within the bounds.  
 

  

Table 5.2. Time domain specifications for proposed method 

Name of the 

Kharitonov 

Polynomial 

% peak 

overshoot 

MP 

Peak 

time 

tp(sec) 

Rise 

time 

tr(sec) 

Settling 

time      

ts(sec) 

ISE 

*10-6 

First 4.934 4.179 1.4975 6.3771 10.381 

Second    15.79 2.096 0.9614 5.0017 0.1072 

Third    12.41 4.015 1.8559 6.9367 56.76 

Fourth    15.26 2.189 0.9886 5.4216 0.4.348 

 

  It has been observed from the simulation results of Figure 5.7 that the designed PID 

controller robustly stabilizes the plant very quickly. From Table 5.2, it is evident that the 

designed PID controller stabilizes the plant with lesser time domain parameters. The 

proposed method involves six sets of equations for NLP to solve. Thus, the proposed method 

requires less computational complexity than the methods in the literature It has been 

observed from figure 5.8, that the designed PID controller from the proposed method is used 

to determine the robustness in any changes in the uncertain parameter of the given plant This 

shows the efficacy of the proposed method in terms of time domain specifications. It is also 

observed in the computation time required for solving the NLP problem using stability 

conditions and PSO algorithm is much less. Thus, the developed PID controller using 

necessary and sufficient conditions of interval polynomial robustly stabilizes the Wing 

aircraft.  
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Fig.5.7. Closed loop step response with PID controller for all extreme Plants using                                            

the proposed method. 

 
Fig.5.8. Closed loop step response to the PID controller for changes in the uncertain parameter to determine 

the robustness of the proposed method  

 

Example 2 

Consider the dynamics of a vast range of chemical processes which is described by the 

interval First-Order Plus Dead Time (FOPDT) model [30] is given by 

  
sdte

1s

K
)s(G







                                                                (5.9) 

Where ,]9,3[K ]6,1[t,]18,10[ d    

    In this, the nominal value variations in the process gain K, time constant  and dead 

time TD are taken as ±50%, ±28.57%, and ±71.43%. The nominal design execution is 

continued based on the nominal values of  .5.3,14,60  dtK   The nominal PI controller 

parameters 655.11and6.0K 0

i

0

c    and nominal PID controller parameters 
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993.668.0K 0

i

0

c   and 74825.10 d are designed by the Ziegler-Nichols settings [41]. 

The step response PI/PID controller using Ziegler-Nichols is shown in Figure 9 and 10. From 

this Figure 9 and 10,it has been observed that the designed PI/PID controller from Ziegler-

Nichols cannot stabilize the given interval plant at all operating conditions. Hence it is 

necessary to redesign the PI/PID controller to stabilize given interval time delay plant. From 

the Corollary 3.1, se ]61[ can be written as .
s]5.65.0[1

s]5.65.0[1




Then the following delay-free 

model for original interval FOPDT is given as 

1s]5.24,5.10[s]117,5[

]9,3[s]5.58,5.1[
)d,c,s(G

2 


                                  (5.10)   

 
Fig. 5.9. : Closed loop step response to the PI controller for all extreme plants using Ziegler-Nichlos 

                                        method with time delay. 

 
Fig. 5.10: Closed loop step response to the PID controller for all extreme plants using Ziegler-Nichlos 

                                        method with time delay. 

Design of PI controller: 
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Consider the PI controller of the form  

)s(D

)s(N
)

s

1
1(K)s(C

c

c

i

cPI 


 

Then the closed loop transfer function with a PI controller becomes 

]K9,K3[s]K5.1K9,K5.58K3[

s]K5.15.24,K5.585.10[s]117,5[

]K9,K3[
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                       (5.11) 

From the above equation, the characteristic equation of the closed loop interval system with 

PI controller can be taken as  

0]K9,K3[s]K5.1K9,K5.58K3[

s]K5.15.24,K5.585.10[s]117,5[

cccicicici

2

iciici

3

ii








                   (5.12) 

By applying the necessary and sufficient conditions for the above 3rd order polynomial 

(5.12), the following set of inequality constraints is obtained. In order to make this set of 

constraints into the feasible closed set, a small positive number ‘ε’ is introduced into the 

constraints. Hence the optimization problem can be stated as to find cK and i such that the 

objective function

2

0

i

0

ii

2

0

c

0

cc

K

KK
J



 



  is minimized, subjected to the following 

constraints. 

Necessary conditions: 

0K3 c    

0K5.58K3 icic    

0K5.585.10 ici    

05 i    

Sufficient condition: 

0)K5.124(K27)K5.58K3( icic

2

cici    

The linear programming problem consists of two decision variables and five constraints. 

The controller parameters Kc and i are restricted to small values by choosing the objective 

function J purposely. In this work, the PSO algorithm proposed in section 4 is used to 

minimize the objective function .J   By applying the proposed algorithm, then the values of 

controller parameters are obtained.  As shown in Table 5.3, the values of the controller 

parameters cK and i increase as ‘ε’ are increased which shows the sensitivity of the 

controller parameters with respect to the NLP parameter ‘ε’.  The closed loop step response 

of the system with the PI controller by the proposed method ( Kc = 4.0432 and i = 0.00926) 

and the method given in [30] ( Kc = 0.0684 and i = 12.5102) are shown in Figures 5.11 and    

5 .12 for ε = 0.05 respectively. The time domain specifications of Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are 

shown in Table 5.4 which describes the efficacy of the proposed method. 

In order determine the robustness of proposed method, the given interval plant G(s,c,d) 

from equation (5.10) can be written as  

1s5.17s61

6s30
)s(G

2 


                                                                                               (5.13) 

Here G(s) is obtained by averaging the upper and lower bound of s coefficients of 

G(s,c,d). The closed transfer function of wing aircraft with PI controller is given by 
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                          (5.14) 

The closed loop step response of the system with PI controller ( Kc = 4.0432 and i = 

0.00926) from proposed method is shown in Figure 5.13. The PI controller designed from 

proposed method can stabilize the given plant if any changes occur in the uncertain 

parameters within the bounds .  

Table 5.3. Variation of cK and i for different values of ε 

Controller 

set 



 
Proposed method  Existing method 

cK  i  cK  i  
1 0.05 0.00926 4.0432 0.0684 12.5102 

2 1 0.01389 8.0934 0.0683 12.5110 

3 1.5 0.01803 10.4032 0.0683 12.5116 

4 2 0.02059 11.9023 0.0683 12.5121 

 

Table 5.4. Time domain specifications for proposed method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been observed from the Figure 5.11 and 5.12 that the designed PI controller, which 

uses the proposed stability conditions robustly stabilizes the plant when compared to the 

method given in [30]. From Figure 5.12, it is observed that the closed loop interval time 

delay system with a controller is unstable by the method in [30]. Whereas closed loop 

interval time delay system with proposed method is stable. It has been observed from figure 

5.13, that the designed PI controller from the proposed method is used to determine the 

robustness in any changes in the uncertain parameters of the given plant. This shows that 

proposed method robustly stabilizes the interval time delay process plant. The proposed 

method has five inequality constraints which are less compared with the method (which has 

seven inequality constraints) in [30]. Hence the proposed method is simple and requires less 

computation as it uses a lesser number of inequality constraints than the method given in 

[30]. It is also observed that the computation time required for solving the NLP problem 

using proposed stability conditions and PSO algorithm is 3.872603 seconds, which is much 

less than the method given in [30]. Thus, the developed PI controller using necessary and 

sufficient conditions of interval polynomial robustly stabilizes the interval process time delay 

system. These stability conditions can be implemented easily for determining the stability of 

higher order interval plants. 

Name of the 

Kharitonov 

Polynomial 

Rise time 

 tr (sec) 

Settling 

time 

ts (sec) 

First 222.2482 422.5395 

Second 294.5659 526.1731 

Third 43.3195 139.2935 

Fourth 92.4901 166.2970 
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Fig.5.11.Closed loop step response with a PI controller for all extreme plants  using proposed 

                                          method with time delay. 

 
Fig.5.12. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for all extreme plants using the existing method 

[30]. 
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Fig.5.13. Closed loop step response to the PI controller for changes in the uncertain parameter to determine 

the robustness for proposed method  

 

Design of PID controller: 

Consider the PID controller of the form  
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Then the closed loop transfer function with PID controller becomes 
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             (5.15) 

From the above equation, the characteristic equation of the closed loop interval system 

with PID controller can be taken as  

0]K9,K3[s]K5.1K9,K5.58K3[

s]K5.1K95.24,K5.58K35.10[s]K5.1117,K5.585[
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 (5.16) 

By applying the necessary and sufficient conditions of equations for the above 3rd order  

polynomial (5.16), set of inequality constraints are obtained. Hence the optimization problem 

can be stated as to find ,Kc i and d such that the objective 

function

2

0

d
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dd
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0

ii
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c
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 is minimized. By using the proposed method 

given in section 4 to the above NLP problem, the controller parameters ,Kc i and d are 

obtained. As shown in Table 5.5, the values of the controller parameters 

,Kc i and d increase as ‘ε’ are increased which shows the sensitivity of the controller 

parameters with respect to the NLP parameter ‘ε’. They are given by 

1520.3,00914.0K ic    and d = 1.2040. The closed loop step response of system with 

PID controller for proposed method is shown in Figure 5.14 for ε = 1.  The time domain 
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specifications of Figure 5.14 are shown in Table 5.6 which describes the efficacy of the 

proposed method in terms of the time domain specifications. 
                          

                           Table 5.5. Variation of ,Kc i and d  for different values of ε 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                 Table 5.6. Time domain specifications for proposed method  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From equation (5.10) the closed loop transfer function of wing aircraft with PID 

controller is given by 
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     (5.17) 

The closed loop step response of the system with PID controller 

( 1520.3,00914.0K ic    and d = 1.2040.) from proposed methods is shown in Figure 

5.15. The PID controller designed from proposed method can stabilize the given plant if any 

changes occur in the uncertain parameters within the bounds.  

Controller 

Set 

 

  

 

cK  
 

i  
 

d  

1 0.05 0.00914 3.1520 1.2040 

2 1 0.00925 6.8461 1.7481 

2 1.5 0.00930 7.1864 1.8998 

4 2 0.00977 7.4979 2.1075 

Name of the 

Kharitonov 

Polynomial 

Rise time 

tr (sec) 

Settling 

time ts(sec) 

First 152.3465 283.6998 

Second 230.6303 381.7915 

Third 29.0473 131.9949 

Fourth 72.5310 119.3718 
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Fig.5.14. Closed loop step response with PID controller for all extreme plants using the proposed 

                                        method with time delay. 

 

               
 

 Fig.5.15. Closed loop step response to the PID controller for changes in the uncertain parameter to 

determine the robustness with time delay for the proposed method  

It has been observed from the simulation results of Figure 5.14 that the designed PID 

controller robustly stabilizes the plant very quickly. From Table 5.6, it is evident that the 

designed PID controller stabilizes the plant with lesser time domain parameters. This shows 

that proposed method robustly stabilizes the interval time delay process plant. It has been 

observed from figure 5.15, that the designed PI controller from the proposed method is used 

to determine the robustness in any changes in the uncertain parameters of the given plant. 

The proposed method has five inequality constraints which are less compared with the 

method (which has seven inequality constraints) in [30]. Hence the proposed method is 

simple and requires less computation as it uses a lesser number of inequality constraints than 
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the method given in [30]. This shows the efficacy of the proposed method in terms of time 

domain specifications. It is also observed that the computation time (4.63 seconds) required 

for solving the NLP problem using the proposed stability conditions and PSO algorithm is 

much less.  Thus, the developed PID controller using necessary and sufficient conditions of 

interval polynomial robustly stabilizes the interval process time delay system. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 A robust stabilizing PI/PID controller is designed for interval process plant with and without 

time delay based on the newly developed necessary and sufficient conditions using PSO 

algorithm. A set of inequality constraints in terms of controller parameters are derived from 

interval polynomial based on the new necessary and sufficient conditions. Consequently, 

these inequalities are solved using PSO to obtain controller parameters. The proposed PI/PID 

controller procedure is also applied and demonstrated through typical numerical examples. It 

is observed that the designed PI/PID controller robustly stabilizes the plant with and without 

time delay with lesser time domain parameters than the existing methods. The PI/PID 

controller designed from proposed method can stabilize the given plant if any changes occur 

in the uncertain parameters within the bounds The simulation results are evidence for its 

robustness in stabilizing the interval process time delay plant using a PI/PID controller. Also, 

the proposed method is simple and involves less computational complexity in comparison 

with the methods available in the literature. 
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